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Using a continuous listening task, we evaluated the coupling between the listener’s cortical activity and the temporal envelopes of
different sounds in a multitalker auditory scene using magnetoencephalography and corticovocal coherence analysis. Neuromagnetic
signals were recorded from 20 right-handed healthy adult humans who listened to five different recorded stories (attended speech
streams), one without any multitalker background (No noise) and four mixed with a “cocktail party” multitalker background noise at
four signal-to-noise ratios (5, 0, �5, and �10 dB) to produce speech-in-noise mixtures, here referred to as Global scene. Coherence
analysis revealed that the modulations of the attended speech stream, presented without multitalker background, were coupled at �0.5
Hz to the activity of both superior temporal gyri, whereas the modulations at 4 – 8 Hz were coupled to the activity of the right supratem-
poral auditory cortex. In cocktail party conditions, with the multitalker background noise, the coupling was at both frequencies stronger
for the attended speech stream than for the unattended Multitalker background. The coupling strengths decreased as the Multitalker
background increased. During the cocktail party conditions, the �0.5 Hz coupling became left-hemisphere dominant, compared with
bilateral coupling without the multitalker background, whereas the 4 – 8 Hz coupling remained right-hemisphere lateralized in both
conditions. The brain activity was not coupled to the multitalker background or to its individual talkers. The results highlight the key role
of listener’s left superior temporal gyri in extracting the slow �0.5 Hz modulations, likely reflecting the attended speech stream within a
multitalker auditory scene.
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Introduction
To follow and understand a single speaker among other com-
peting voices (“cocktail-party effect”) (Cherry, 1953), the hu-
man brain has to handle multiple acoustic cues and engage

various sensory and attentional processes to tune in to a single
speaker’s voice while tuning out the noisy environs (McDer-
mott, 2009).
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Significance Statement

When people listen to one person in a “cocktail party,” their auditory cortex mainly follows the attended speech stream rather than
the entire auditory scene. However, how the brain extracts the attended speech stream from the whole auditory scene and how
increasing background noise corrupts this process is still debated. In this magnetoencephalography study, subjects had to attend
a speech stream with or without multitalker background noise. Results argue for frequency-dependent cortical tracking mecha-
nisms for the attended speech stream. The left superior temporal gyrus tracked the �0.5 Hz modulations of the attended speech
stream only when the speech was embedded in multitalker background, whereas the right supratemporal auditory cortex tracked
4 – 8 Hz modulations during both noiseless and cocktail-party conditions.
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A major issue in comprehending neural speech-in-noise pro-
cessing is to determine how the brain extracts the acoustic attri-
butes of a specific speaker’s voice from the whole auditory scene
and how increasing background noise corrupts these neural pro-
cesses (Zion Golumbic et al., 2013; Fishman et al., 2014; Simon,
2014).

Complex acoustic signals, such as speech sounds, can be de-
composed into a temporal fine structure (TFS, referring to rapid
phase fluctuations) and a temporal envelope (TE, amplitude
modulations at frequencies �50 Hz) (Rosen, 1992). The speech
TE carries critical information for speech comprehension (Shan-
non et al., 1995). Especially, the slow (�16 Hz) TE fluctuations,
corresponding to the syllabic and phrasal rhythms of speech, play a
key role in speech understanding in both quiet (Rosen, 1992; Green-
berg et al., 2003) and noisy environments (Drullman et al., 1994a;
Fullgrabe et al., 2009).

The rhythmic activity of the auditory cortex is typically cou-
pled to the �10 Hz TE modulations of speech (Suppes et al.,
1997, 1998, 1999; Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007;
Wang et al., 2012; Bourguignon et al., 2013; Peelle et al., 2013).
Moreover, in noisy environments (two competing speakers or
spectrally matched stationary noise), the activity of the listener’s
auditory cortex follows the slow (1– 8 Hz) temporal modulations
of the attended speaker’s voice regardless of the background noise
level (Ding and Simon, 2012b, 2013; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013),
suggesting a relative noise insensitivity of neural synchronization
with slow TE modulations of speech (Ding and Simon, 2013).
Acoustic components of the auditory scene are reflected in rhythmic
cortical activity, but it is still unclear how increasing noise levels affect
those brain rhythms in a typical cocktail-party auditory scene where
the multitalker background noise varies in intensity (Zion Golumbic
et al., 2013; Fishman et al., 2014; Simon, 2014).

In this magnetoencephalographic (MEG) study, we investi-
gated, using an ecologically valid continuous listening task and
corticovocal coherence analysis (Bourguignon et al., 2013), the
frequency-specific coupling between the listener’s cortical activ-
ity and the time course of different acoustic components of a

multitalker auditory scene (Fig. 1). The
corresponding auditory stimuli consisted
of (1) the attended speech stream, that is,
the reader’s voice (Attended stream), (2)
the unattended Multitalker background
noise, and the voices of each individual
background talkers, and (3) the whole
acoustic scene, henceforth referred to as
the Global scene (i.e., the combination of
the Attended stream and the unattended
Multitalker background). This study was
specifically designed (1) to determine at
which frequency and in which cortical re-
gions, in ecological speech-in-noise con-
ditions, the brain specifically tracks the TE
of the Attended stream, the Multitalker
background (and its components), and
the Global scene, and (2) to assess the ef-
fect of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on

this frequency-specific coupling.

Materials and Methods
The methods used for MEG data acquisition, preprocessing, and analyses
are derived from Bourguignon et al. (2013) and will be explained here
only briefly.

Subjects
Twenty native French-speaking healthy subjects (mean age 30 years,
range 23– 40 years, 10 females and 10 males) without any history of
neuropsychiatric or otologic disorder participated in this study. All sub-
jects had normal hearing according to pure tone audiometry (i.e., normal
hearing thresholds, between 0 and 20 dB HL for 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
4000, and 8000 Hz) and normal otomicroscopy. They were all right-
handed (mean 83, range 65–100; left-right scale from �100 to 100) ac-
cording to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The
study had prior approval by the ULB-Hôpital Erasme Ethics Committee.
Subjects gave written informed consent before participation.

Experimental paradigm
During MEG recordings, the subjects comfortably sat in the MEG chair
with the arms resting on a table positioned in front of them. They under-
went five listening conditions and one Rest condition, each lasting 5 min.
The order of the six conditions was randomized for each subject.

During the listening conditions, subjects were asked to attend to five
different recorded stories, one in each of the five condition, narrated in
French by different native French-speaking readers. The recordings were
randomly selected from a set of six texts (readers’ sex ratio 3/3) obtained
from a French audiobook database (http://www.litteratureaudio.com)
after written authorization from the readers.

The No noise condition was presented without Multitalker back-
ground. A specific SNR (i.e., Attended stream vs Multitalker back-
ground) was randomly assigned to each text: 5, 0, �5, and �10 dB,
leading to four additional speech-in-noise SNR conditions (Fig. 2, left).
The Multitalker background (Fonds sonores version 1.0) (Perrin and
Grimault, 2005) served as a continuous cocktail party noise obtained by
mixing the voices of six French speakers talking simultaneously in French
(3 females and 3 males). This configuration of cocktail-party noise was
selected because it accounts for both energetic and informational mask-
ing at phonetic and lexical level (Simpson and Cooke, 2005; Hoen et al.,
2007).

The audio recordings were played using VLC media player (VideoLAN
Project, GNU General Public License) running on a MacBook Pro (Apple
Computer) and transmitted to a MEG-compatible 60 � 60 cm 2 high-
quality flat-panel loudspeaker (Panphonics SSH sound shower, Pan-
phonics) placed 3 m in front of the subjects. The average sound intensity
was 60 dB SPL as assessed by a sound level meter (Sphynx Audio System).
Subjects were asked to attend to the reader’s voice and to gaze at a fixation
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and the corresponding sounds (bottom traces). The Global scene is the combination of the
Attended stream (black traces), the voice of the reader of a story, and of the Multitalker background (gray traces) obtained by
mixing voices from six simultaneous French-speaking talkers (3 females and 3 males).
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point on the wall of the magnetically shielded
room facing them. During the Rest condition,
subjects were instructed to relax, not to move,
and to gaze at the same fixation point.

At the end of each listening condition, sub-
jects were asked to quantify the intelligibility of
the attended reader’s voice using a visual ana-
log scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 10 (0, totally
unintelligible; 10, perfectly intelligible).

Data acquisition
Cortical neuromagnetic signals were recorded
at ULB-Hôpital Erasme using a whole-scalp-
covering MEG device installed in a lightweight
magnetically shielded room (Vectorview and
Maxshield, Elekta), the characteristics of which
being described elsewhere (De Tiège et al.,
2008; Carrette et al., 2011). The MEG device
has 102 sensor chipsets, each comprising one
magnetometer and two orthogonal planar gra-
diometers. MEG signals were bandpass-filtered
through 0.1–330 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz.
Four head-tracking coils monitored subjects’
head position inside the MEG helmet. The lo-
cations of the coils and at least 150 head-
surface (on scalp, nose, and face) points with respect to anatomical
fiducials were digitized with an electromagnetic tracker (Fastrack, Pol-
hemus). Electro-oculogram (EOG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and au-
dio signals presented to the subjects were recorded simultaneously with
MEG signals (bandpass 0.1–330 Hz for EOG and ECG, and low-pass at
330 Hz for audio signals; all signals sampled at 1 kHz). The recorded
audio signals were used for synchronization between MEG and the trans-
mitted audio signals, the latter being bandpassed at 50 –22,000 Hz and
sampled at 44.1 kHz. High-resolution 3D-T1 magnetic resonance images
(MRIs) of the brain were acquired on a 1.5 T MRI (Intera, Philips).

Data preprocessing
Continuous MEG data were first preprocessed off-line using the signal-
space-separation method (Taulu et al., 2005) to suppress external infer-
ences and to correct for head movements. For coherence analyses,
continuous MEG and audio signals were split into 2048 ms epochs with
1638 ms epoch overlap, leading to a frequency resolution of �0.5 Hz
(Bortel and Sovka, 2007). MEG epochs exceeding 3 pT (in magnetome-
ters) or 0.7 pT/cm (in gradiometers) were excluded from further analysis
to avoid contamination of the data by eye movements and blinks, muscle
activity, or MEG-sensor artifacts. These steps led to an average of 685
(range 516 –727) artifact-free epochs across subjects and conditions.

Coherence analyses in sensor space
For each listening condition, synchronization between rectified wide-
band (50 –22,000 Hz) audio signals and artifact-free MEG epochs was
assessed with coherence analysis in sensor space. The analysis covered
frequencies from 0.1 to 20 Hz, as speech-amplitude modulations at these
frequencies are critical for speech comprehension (Drullman et al.,
1994b; Shannon et al., 1995; Greenberg et al., 2003; Fullgrabe et al.,
2009). The coherence, an extension of Pearson correlation coefficient to
the frequency domain, quantifies the degree of coupling between two
signals, providing a number between 0 (no linear dependency) and 1
( perfect linear dependency) for each frequency (Halliday et al., 1995).

For the four speech-in-noise conditions (5, 0, �5, and �10 dB), co-
herence was separately computed between MEG signals and three acous-
tic components of the auditory scene: (1) the Global scene (i.e., Attended
stream � Multitalker background), leading to Cohglobal; (2) the Attended
stream only (i.e., the reader’s voice), leading to Cohatt; and (3) the Mul-
titalker background only, leading to Cohbckgr.

Additional coherence analyses were performed (as described here
and below) to investigate a possible neural coupling with the individ-
ual components of the Multitalker background by computing the
coherence between MEG signals and the individual audio recordings

of the 6 different speakers composing the Multitalker background,
leading to Cohtalker1-6.

Sensor-level coherence maps were obtained using gradiometer signals
only, and signals from gradiometer pairs were combined as previously
described by Bourguignon et al. (2015).

Previous studies demonstrated significant coupling between acoustic and
brain signals in � band (�0.5 Hz) (Bourguignon et al., 2013; Clumeck et al.,
2014) and � band (4–8 Hz) (Ding and Simon, 2012a; Peelle et al., 2013;
Koskinen and Seppä, 2014). Accordingly, sensor-level coherence maps were
produced separately in � band (coherence at 0.5 Hz) and � band (mean
coherence across 4–8 Hz). These two frequency bands are henceforth re-
ferred to as frequency bands of interest.

Coherence analyses in source space
Individual MRIs were first segmented using Freesurfer software (Marti-
nos Center for Biomedical Imaging). MEG and segmented MRI coordi-
nate systems were then coregistered using the three anatomical fiducial
points for initial estimation and the head-surface points to manually
refine the surface coregistration. The MEG forward model, comprising
pairs of two orthogonal tangential current dipoles, placed on a homoge-
nous 5 mm grid source space covering the whole brain, was subsequently
computed using MNE suite (Martinos Centre for Biomedical Imaging).
As a preliminary step, to simultaneously combine data from the planar gra-
diometer and the magnetometer sensors for source estimation, sensor sig-
nals (and the corresponding forward-model coefficients) were normalized
by their noise root mean square (rms), estimated from the Rest data filtered
through 1–195 Hz. Coherence maps obtained for each subject, listening
conditions (No noise, 5, 0, �5, and �10 dB), audio signal content (Global
scene, Attended stream, Multitalker background), and frequency band of
interest (� and �) were finally produced using the Dynamic Imaging of
Coherent Sources approach (Gross et al., 2001) with Minimum-Norm Esti-
mates inverse solution (Dale and Sereno, 1993). Noise covariance was esti-
mated from the Rest data, and the regularization parameter was fixed in
terms of MEG SNR (Hämäläinen and Mosher, 2010).

Group-level analyses in source space
A nonlinear transformation from individual MRIs to the standard MNI
brain was first computed using the spatial normalization algorithm im-
plemented in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Depart-
ment of Cognitive Neurology, London) (Ashburner et al., 1997;
Ashburner and Friston, 1999) and then applied to individual MRIs and
every coherence map. This procedure generated normalized coherence
maps in the MNI space for each subject, listening condition, audio signal,
and frequency band of interest.

No noise

Subjective intelligibility rating
0 2 4 6 8 10

***

***

***
***

+ 5 dB

0 dB

– 5 dB

– 10 dB

Figure 2. Global scene sound signals at different experimental SNRs and their corresponding relationship between subjective
intelligibility scores: mean � range, VAS ranging from 0 (totally unintelligible) to 10 (perfectly intelligible). Black represents the
Attended stream. Gray represents the Multitalker background. The intelligibility of the Attended stream decreased significantly
with decreasing SNRs. Vertical brackets represent the post hoc paired t tests between adjacent conditions. *** p � 0.001.
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To produce coherence maps at the group level, we computed the
across subjects generalized f-mean of normalized maps, according to
f� � 	 � arctanh �� � 	, namely, the Fisher z-transform of the square-
root. This procedure transforms the noise on the coherence estimate to
be approximately normally distributed (Rosenberg et al., 1989). Thus,
the computed coherence is an unbiased estimate of the mean coherence
at the group level. In addition, this averaging procedure avoids an over-
contribution of subjects characterized by high coherence values (Bour-
guignon et al., 2012).

Local coherence maxima were subsequently identified in group-level
coherence maps obtained for each frequency band of interest and listen-
ing condition (No noise, 5, 0, �5, and �10 dB). Local coherence maxima
are sets of contiguous voxels displaying higher coherence value than all
other neighboring voxels. Because the apparent source extent depends on
the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, we only report local (and statistically
significant) coherence maxima without paying attention to coherence
that seems to cover wider areas.

Statistical analyses
Number of artifact-free epochs. We tested for potential differences be-
tween listening conditions in the number of artifact-free epochs used to
estimate the coherence using one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with
the 5 noise levels (No noise, 5, 0, �5, �10 dB) and with the number of
artifact-free epochs as dependent variable.

Coherence in sensor space. For each listening condition, audio signal,
and frequency band of interest, the statistical significance of individual
coherence levels was assessed in sensor space with surrogate data-based
statistics, which intrinsically deals with the multiple-comparison issue
and takes into account the temporal autocorrelation within signals. For
each subject, 1000 surrogate sensor-level coherence maps were com-
puted, as was done for genuine sensor coherence maps but with the audio
signals replaced by Fourier-transform-surrogate audio signals; the Fou-
rier transform surrogate imposes power spectrum to remain the same as
in the original signal, but it replaces the phase of Fourier coefficients by
random numbers in the range (��; �) (Faes et al., 2004). Then, the
maximum coherence value across all sensors was extracted for each sur-
rogate simulation. Finally, the 0.95 percentile of this maximum coher-
ence value yielded the coherence threshold at p � 0.05.

We also tested whether the number of subjects displaying significant
coherence with at least one component of the Multitalker background
was greater than expected by chance. Given our significance threshold for
false positive coherence of 0.05 per subject and background component,
the probability of observing spurious coherence with at least one of the
six components per subject is 0.265 (
 sum of probabilities of observing
spurious coherence with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 components in one subject).
Consequently, the number of subjects displaying spurious Cohtalker with
at least one background component follows a binomial distribution
B(20, 0.265), and should be 8 or less at p � 0.05.

Coherence in source space. The statistical significance of the local co-
herence maxima observed in group-level source coherence maps was
assessed with a nonparametric permutation test (Nichols and Holmes,
2002). The following procedure was performed for each listening condi-
tion and audio signal separately. First, subject- and group-level Rest co-
herence maps were computed, as was done for the different listening
conditions coherence maps, but with MEG signals replaced by Rest MEG
signals and sound signals unchanged. Group-level difference maps were
obtained by subtracting f-transformed listening conditions coherence
maps and Rest group-level coherence maps for each frequency band of
interest. Under the null hypothesis that coherence maps are the same
whatever the experimental condition, the labeling listening conditions
and Rest are exchangeable at the subject-level before group-level differ-
ence map computation (Nichols and Holmes, 2002). To reject this hy-
pothesis and to compute a threshold of statistical significance for the
correctly labeled difference map, the permutation distribution of the
maximum of the difference map’s absolute value was computed from a
subset of 10,000 permutations. The threshold at p � 0.05 was computed
as the 95th percentile of the permutation distribution (Nichols and Hol-
mes, 2002). All suprathreshold local coherence maxima were interpreted

as indicative of brain regions showing statistically significant coupling
with the audio signals.

Cortical processing of the auditory scene in speech-in-noise
conditions
To identify cortical areas wherein activity would reflect more either the
Attended stream or the Multitalker background than the processing of
the Global scene, we compared Cohatt with Cohglobal and Cohbckgr with
Cohglobal coherence maps using the same nonparametric permutation
test described above (permutation performed over the labels Global
scene and Attended stream, or Global scene and Multitalker background
instead of audio and Rest, leading to the Cohatt � Cohglobal and Cohbckgr �
Cohglobal difference maps).

The same method was used to search for cortical areas wherein activity
would reflect more the processing of the Global scene than the process-
ing of the Attended stream or the Multitalker background. This led to
Cohglobal � Cohatt and Cohglobal � Cohbckgr difference maps.

Effect of the SNR on corticovocal coherence and hemispheric
lateralization in speech-in-noise conditions
The effect of the SNR on source-space coherence values and hemispheric
lateralization was assessed with two-way, 5 noise levels (No noise, 5, 0,
�5, �10 dB) � 2 hemispheric lateralizations (left, right), repeated-
measures ANOVA. The dependent variable was the maximum coherence
value within a sphere of 10 mm radius around the group-level difference-
map maximum. To exclude the possibility that any significant effect
could be related to variations in the coordinates of the local maxima, or to
the inverse solution used to estimate source-space coherence, we per-
formed a similar ANOVA with sensor-level coherence values. In that
analysis, the dependent variable was the maximum coherence across
preselected left/right hemisphere sensors (48 pairs of gradiometers for
each side) widely covering the auditory cortices.

Effect of SNR on the intelligibility of attended stream, and the
relationship between intelligibility and coherence levels
The effect of the SNR on the VAS scores was assessed with a one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA, with the 5 noise levels (No noise, 5, 0, �5,
�10 dB) with the VAS score as dependent variable.

To evaluate the correlation between intelligibility and coherence lev-
els, we performed Pearson correlation analysis between coherence levels
(separately in � and � bands) and VAS scores. This analysis was per-
formed across and within the different SNR conditions (No noise, 5, 0,
�5, �10 dB).

Results
Differences in the number of artifact-free epochs between
listening conditions
The comparison of the number of artifact-free epochs used to
estimate the coherence spectra revealed no significant differences
between the five listening conditions (p 
 0.23, F(4,76) 
 1.43).

Effect of SNR on the intelligibility of attended speech stream
Figure 2 (right) illustrates the progressive decrease in the intelli-
gibility of the attended speech stream (i.e., attended reader’s
voice) as a function of SNR, as demonstrated by the ANOVA
(F(4,76) 
 206; p � 0.0001); the decrease was on average 88% from
the No noise condition to �10 dB condition. Post hoc compari-
sons performed with pairwise t tests confirmed that this decrease
was statistically significant between all adjacent SNR conditions
(p � 0.001).

Corticovocal coherence in the absence of Multitalker
background
Figure 3 illustrates the results obtained in sensor and source
spaces for the No noise condition. In the sensor space (left panel),
statistically significant � band (�0.5 Hz) coherence between the
reader’s voice and the listeners’ MEG signals peaked at sensors
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covering temporal areas bilaterally; the coherence was statistically
significant in all individuals (all p � 0.05; Table 1). Statistically
significant � band (4 – 8 Hz) coherence was observed in 18 of the
20 subjects (Table 1).

To identify the cortical generators of the sensor level coher-
ence, source reconstruction was performed separately for � and �
bands. The � band coherence occurred in the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) bilaterally (see Table 3; p � 0.0001), without hemi-
spheric difference (paired t test, p 
 0.549), and the maximum �
band coherence occurred in the right supratemporal auditory
cortex (AC) (see Table 3; p 
 0.0235).

Corticovocal coherence in speech-in-noise conditions
Table 1 provides the coherence values and number of subjects
showing significant sensor-space Cohglobal, Cohatt, and Cohbckgr in
� and � bands.

Figure 4 illustrates the results obtained in the sensor and the
source spaces in all conditions.

Significant sensor-space � band coherence with the Attended
stream (Cohatt) was observed at sensors covering the temporal
areas in the majority of subjects down to �10 dB where five
subjects still showed significant coherence. Similar results were
observed with the Global scene (Cohglobal), except that the num-

ber of subjects displaying significant coherence substantially de-
creased from �5 dB onward (6 subjects at �5 dB; 2 subject at
�10 dB). By contrast, �1 subjects per SNR condition exhibited
significant � band coherence with the Multitalker background
(Cohbckgr).

In the � band, Cohatt and Cohglobal were significant in most
subjects down to �10 dB where 3 subjects still showed signif-
icant coherence. On the other hand, �3 subjects per SNR
condition exhibited significant Cohbckgr with the Multitalker
background (except at 0 dB, where 8 subjects exhibited signif-
icant Cohbckgr).

For both frequencies of interest, some subjects had statistically
significant coherence with the voices of the individual talkers
composing the Multitalker background. These results are de-
tailed in Table 2. However, whatever the condition or the fre-
quency bands of interest, the number of subjects displaying
statistically significant coherence with at least one of the 6 talkers
composing the Multitalker background was �8, and hence, com-
patible with what is expected by chance.

Based on the low occurrence of sensor-space Cohbckgr and
Cohtalker1-6 for both frequency bands of interest, Cohbckgr or
Cohtalker1-6 were not considered for further source-space analyses.

Table 3 provides the MNI coordinates of group-level global
maxima and the corresponding coherence values in the source
space for the two frequency bands of interest.

In the � band, Cohatt and Cohglobal maps displayed statistically
significant (p � 0.05) local maxima at the STG bilaterally at 5 and
0 dB, but only at the left STG for the �5 dB condition. At �10 dB,
a local coherence maximum was observed in the right STG, but it
did not reach statistical significant (p 
 0.14 for Cohglobal; p 

0.065 for Cohatt).

In the � band, Cohatt and Cohglobal maps displayed statistically
significant (p � 0.05) local maxima in the right AC in every
condition. Furthermore, Cohatt maps had at �10 dB an addi-
tional significant local maximum in the left STG.

Cortical processing of the auditory scene in speech-in-
noise conditions
Figure 5 (two top panels) illustrates cortical areas where Cohatt

was statistically significantly stronger than Cohglobal, meaning that

Figure 3. Sensor and source space results obtained in the No noise condition. Left, Spatial distribution of group-level sensor space coherence in the � band (0.5 Hz; top) and � band (4 – 8 Hz;
bottom). In both frequency bands, the coherence maxima are located bilaterally at gradiometer sensors covering the temporal areas. The sensor array is viewed from the top. Right, Results obtained
in the source space. Group-level statistical ( p value) maps showing brain areas displaying statistical significant coherence. Maps are thresholded at p � 0.05. In the � band, significant local maxima
occur at the lower bank of the superior temporal gyrus bilaterally, with no significant hemispheric lateralization. In the � band, a significant local maximum is seen only at right supratemporal
auditory cortex.

Table 1. Coherence in sensor space

Condition

Attended stream Multitalker background Global scene

Coherence N Coherence N Coherence N

� band
No noise 0.16 (0.04 – 0.42) 20
5 dB 0.09 (0.05– 0.17) 20 0.02 (0.01– 0.03) 0 0.08 (0.04 – 0.15) 20
0 dB 0.11 (0.03– 0.3) 18 0.02 (0.01– 0.05) 1 0.08 (0.02– 0.25) 18
�5 dB 0.07 (0.02– 0.16) 15 0.03 (0.01– 0.12) 1 0.04 (0.01– 0.09) 6
�10 dB 0.04 (0.02– 0.09) 5 0.02 (0.01– 0.04) 0 0.03 (0.01– 0.05) 2

� band
No noise 0.03 (0.01– 0.12) 18
5 dB 0.05 (0.02– 0.1) 20 0.01 (0.01– 0.03) 2 0.04 (0.02– 0.09) 20
0 dB 0.04 (0.02– 0.07) 20 0.02 (0.01– 0.03) 8 0.03 (0.02– 0.06) 19
�5 dB 0.02 (0.01– 0.07) 13 0.02 (0.01– 0.04) 3 0.02 (0.01– 0.06) 10
�10 dB 0.02 (0.01– 0.02) 3 0.02 (0.01– 0.03) 1 0.02 (0.01– 0.03) 3

Mean (and range) coherence values and the number of subjects (N) showing statistically significant sensor space
coherence for each audio signal at various signal-to-noise ratios within � (�0.5 Hz) and � (4 – 8 Hz) bands.
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Figure 4. Sensor and source-space results obtained for the listening conditions. Top, Mean coherence spectra representing the arithmetic mean of the 20 individual maximum
coherence spectra when coherence was computed between MEG signals and the envelopes of the different components of the auditory scene. Middle, Top, Group-level gradiometer
sensor space coherence in the � band (�0.5 Hz). Higher coherence values were found at the temporal-lobe sensors (with a left hemisphere dominance) when coherence was computed
between MEG signals and the Attended stream (Cohatt) than with the Global scene (Cohglobal). Coherence decreased as the level of the Multitalker background progressively increased. The
sensor array is viewed from the top. Middle, Bottom, Group-level source space coherence in the � band when the coherence was computed with the Attended stream (Cohatt). Group-level
p value coherence map disclosed local coherence maxima at the superior temporal gyrus bilaterally with left hemisphere dominance in the noisy conditions. Bottom, Top, Group-level
gradiometer mean sensor space coherence in � band (4 – 8 Hz). Higher coherence values were found at the temporal-lobe sensors (with a right dominance) when coherence was
computed between MEG signals and the Attended stream (Cohatt) than with the Global scene (Cohglobal). Coherence values decreased with increasing noise level. Bottom, Bottom,
Group-level source space coherence in � band when the coherence was computed with the Attended stream (Cohatt). Group-level p value coherence map disclosed significant coherence
maxima at the right supratemporal auditory cortex in every listening condition.
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the MEG signals followed significantly more the Attended stream
than the Global scene. In the � band (top), these areas included
the left STG in every condition (p � 0.05, except in the unintel-
ligible �10 dB condition) and the right STG in the 5, 0, and �10
dB conditions. In the � band (middle), the right AC fulfilled this
criterion (p � 0.05 in all other conditions, except the unintelli-
gible �10 dB condition). Left STG also displayed significantly
stronger Cohatt than Cohglobal in the 0 and �5 dB condition, even
if coherence at left auditory cortices was not significant in Cohatt

and Cohglobal both at sensor and source levels.
Figure 5 (bottom) illustrates the Attended stream TE, the

Global scene TE, and the time courses of MEG signals at a left
temporal-lobe sensor for 0 dB SNR. From these traces, it is evi-
dent that cortical activity in the left temporal lobe followed better
the Attended stream than the Global scene TE; this effect was seen
in all speech-in-noise conditions (except at �10 dB).

The Cohglobal-Cohatt contrast maps did not reveal any cor-
tical area with significantly higher coherence level with the
Global scene than with the Attended stream ( p � 0.9 in all
conditions).

Effect of SNR in speech-in-noise conditions
As the coherence was at maximum when computed with the
Attended stream (Cohatt) compared with the Global scene
(Cohglobal), the repeated-measures ANOVA assessing the effect of
the SNR and hemispheric lateralization on coherence level was
performed only for Cohatt.

In the � band, the analysis revealed a main effect associated
with the SNR (F(4,76) 
 30.4, p � 0.0001) as well as an interaction
between the SNR and hemispheric lateralization (F(4,76) 
 2.86,
p 
 0.03). Cohatt values indeed decreased with increasing level of
Multitalker background (corresponding to decreasing SNR) at
both left and right STG (Table 3; Fig. 4). The interaction between
SNR and hemispheric lateralization likely reflects the more dras-
tic decrease of coherence level with decreasing SNR in the right
than the left STG (Table 3; Fig. 4). Of notice, the interaction was
more significant for sensor-level than source-space coherence
(F(4,76) 
 4.64, p 
 0.002 at sensor level).

In the � band, coherence was also affected by the Multitalker
background (F(4,76) 
 25.49, p � 0.0001), decreasing as the Mul-
titalker background increased. Furthermore and regardless of the
SNR condition, we observed right hemisphere-lateralized coher-
ence that further corroborated the hemispheric dominance
(F(4,76) 
 9.8, p 
 0.0054).

Thus, the hemispheric dominance of the coherence computed
in speech-in-noise conditions was different for � (i.e., left-
lateralized) and � (i.e., right-lateralized) bands.

Correlation between intelligibility of the attended stream and
the coherence levels
The intelligibility of the Attended stream and the coherence levels
were statistically significantly correlated across the different SNR
conditions and in the two frequency bands of interest (Pearson’s
correlation, p � 0.0001). However, this relationship did not ap-
pear within each SNR condition (all corrected p � 0.05), likely
because of the relative homogeneity of VAS scores across subjects
within the same SNR condition.

Discussion
We used an ecological continuous speech-in-noise listening
task, where the attended speech stream was embedded within
a Multitalker background of different intensity levels. We
found (1) left hemisphere-dominant coupling between the
�0.5 Hz modulation of the Attended stream and the STG
activity, (2) a preserved right hemisphere dominant coupling
at 4 – 8 Hz within the supratemporal AC, but (3) no specific
cortical coupling with the Multitalker background (nor its
individual talkers). Furthermore, no coupling was found be-
tween the Global scene (comprising all sounds) and cortical
activity. We also found that the coupling between the slow
(�0.5 Hz and 4 – 8 Hz) modulations of the Attended stream
and the auditory cortex (STG at �0.5 Hz, AC at 4 – 8 Hz)
activity significantly decreased as the level of the Multitalker
background progressively increased.

Corticovocal coherence in the absence of multitalker
background noise
In line with previous studies (Bourguignon et al., 2013; Clumeck
et al., 2014), in the absence of Multitalker background, Cohatt

peaked at �0.5 Hz in the STG bilaterally. This coupling reflects
the common fluctuations between the time courses of the At-
tended stream and the listener’s STG activity occurring at the
phrasal and the sentence levels (Bourguignon et al., 2013;
Clumeck et al., 2014).

Similar coupling in the auditory cortex has been previously
disclosed in the � band (4 – 8 Hz) in subjects listening to normal
and noise-vocoded sentences (Gross et al., 2013; Peelle et al.,
2013). Speech envelopes reflect speech rhythmicity on which
both acoustic and linguistic features are tightly coupled, and the
envelope rhythmicity may thus be a part of a hierarchical rhyth-
mic structure of speech (Peelle and Davis, 2012). Thus, although
the speech envelope, as such, does not carry linguistic content, it
may facilitate prediction of the forthcoming speech patterns/ele-
ments and thereby support speech comprehension as well as co-
ordination of turn-taking behavior during conversation. Our
results corroborate the findings by Gross et al. (2013) regarding
the consistent right-lateralized � band coupling that is related to
the neural processing of speech content at syllabic level (Luo and
Poeppel, 2007; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Gross et al., 2013;
Peelle et al., 2013).

Auditory cortices are coupled to attended speech stream in a
multitalker background
Our first key finding is that the coupling between the envelopes of
the heard sounds and the MEG signals was stronger for the At-
tended stream than for the Global scene, even when the Attended
stream was drowned within the Multitalker background (e.g.,

Table 2. Coherence with Multitalker background components

Condition
Subjects with
significant coherence

Mean Cohatt �
CohTalker value (� SD) T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

� band
5 dB 3 0.063 (�0.064) 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 dB 2 0.081 (�0.019) 1 0 0 1 0 0
�5 dB 2 0.04 (�0.002) 0 0 0 1 1 1
�10 dB 7 �0.0078 (�0.014) 1 0 0 3 1 2

� band
5 dB 8 0.031 (�0.028) 2 0 1 3 1 3
0 dB 6 0.03 (�0.018) 2 0 1 3 0 1
�5 dB 7 0.006 (�0.009) 4 0 1 3 1 0
�10 dB 5 �0.004 (�0.003) 1 0 0 4 0 2

For each condition within � (�0.5 Hz) and � (4 – 8 Hz) bands: left, the number of subjects having significant
coherence with at least one of the component of the Multitalker background; middle, mean � SD of difference
between the coherence with the attended stream (Cohatt) and the maximal coherence with the single talkers
composing the Multitalker background; and right, the number of subjects having significant coherence with each of
the talker (T) composing the Multitalker background.
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SNR �5 dB) but was still intelligible. The preferential tracking of
the slow (�0.5 Hz and 4 – 8 Hz) modulations of voice signals by
the auditory cortices likely reflects the ability of these brain
areas to extract the Attended stream from the Multitalker
background. This finding brings further support for an object-
based neural coding of the slow TE modulation of the attended
speech stream in the auditory cortex. According to Simon
(2014), such object-based neural coding corresponds to the
neural representation of a specific auditory stream (i.e., the
auditory object) isolated from the whole auditory scene, with-
out encoding other elements of the scene. As further support
for this object-based representation, the number of subjects
showing significant coherence with at least one of the individ-
ual auditory components composing the Multitalker back-
ground (Cohtalker1-6) was compatible with what is expected by
chance. This finding therefore demonstrates that, in a cocktail
party auditory scene, not all the background talkers are repre-
sented in the listener’s auditory cortex activity, and that there
is no specific background talker that is especially represented
across all subjects. Nevertheless, as the experimental paradigm
used in this study did not allow precise monitoring of whether
subjects were indeed attending to the designated speaker, we
cannot totally rule out neural representation of some of these
individual auditory streams related to possible transient swi-
tches of attention from one speech stream to another.

This result also extends findings from previous studies, which
showed that, in a noisy background, the nonprimary auditory
cortical activity does not reflect the global acoustic scene but
instead follows the TE of the attended speech at frequencies �1
Hz (Ding and Simon, 2012b, 2013; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012;
Zion Golumbic et al., 2013).

Interestingly, we did not find any evidence of cortical activity
specifically related to the TE of the whole auditory scene (Global
scene). This result challenges a recent hypothesis (Ding and Si-
mon, 2014), according to which cortical entrainment to the low-
frequency part of the TE (e.g., the � band) is related to rhythmic
acoustic stimulation in a non–speech-specific way. In contrast,
our data suggest that a preferential speech-sensitive cortical en-

trainment (i.e., higher for the Attended stream compared with
the Multitalker background or the Global scene) occurs for the
very low (�0.5 Hz) TE frequency components.

Differential effects of the Multitalker background on the
hemispheric dominance of speech-stream tracking
Our second major finding was that, in the presence of noise, the
cortical coupling with the slow (�0.5 Hz) modulations of the
Attended stream TE became left-hemisphere dominant in the �
band, whereas it was bilateral in the absence of background (No
noise), and it remained right-hemisphere dominant for the �
band.

This differential effect of the Multitalker background on the
hemispheric dominance of the � and � band couplings might
reflect a difference in the functional relevance of these couplings.
Indeed, some authors have suggested that the � band coupling in
AC might reflect a more automatic tracking of the physical prop-
erties of the speaker’s voice (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Ding and
Simon, 2013), whereas the left-lateralized � band coupling in the
STG could indicate an active cognitive process that promotes
speech recognition (Schroeder et al., 2008; Schroeder and Laka-
tos, 2009).

Selective attention seems to control the coupling between cor-
tical oscillations and the low-frequency rhythmic structure of
attended acoustic stimuli (Lakatos et al., 2013). Interestingly, two
simultaneous and continuous natural speech streams elicited a
robust left-lateralized late attentional EEG effect, characterized
by an increased scalp-positive evoked response at 190 –230 ms in
left hemisphere electrodes (Power et al., 2012). The authors sug-
gested that the observed effect might represent the neural corre-
late of an attentional effect occurring at the semantic processing
level. Based on this finding, the observed left hemisphere domi-
nance of the � band coupling in speech-in-noise conditions
might be interpreted as an effect of selective attention on the
low-frequency cortical tracking of the Attended stream in adverse
auditory scenes. This hypothesis is consistent with an fMRI study
in which contrasting hearing versus understanding speech-in-
noise unraveled a left hemisphere-dominant temporal network

Table 3. Coherence in source space

Condition

Attended stream Multitalker background Global scene

Coherence x y z Coherence x y z Coherence x y z

� band
No noise 0.131* 64 �32 6 — — — — — — — —

0.109* �62 �18 0
5 dB 0.068* 64 �24 5 0.009 61 �27 19 0.060* 64 �24 4

0.081* �62 �16 6 0.008 �32 50 61 0.071* �61 �15 6
0 dB 0.084* 64 �20 1 0.009 60 �18 �2 0.064* 64 �20 1

0.095* �60 �17 7 0.009 �59 �9 �16 0.073* �60 �16 7
�5 dB 0.032 62 �21 5 0.011 62 �12 �9 0.016 63 �32 �8

0.062* �59 �20 3 0.010 �56 �51 8 0.025* �58 �21 8
�10 dB 0.015 63 �23 2 0.011 58 �15 1 0.013 59 �17 11

0.013 �62 �29 �1 0.011 �53 �50 27 0.011 �53 �53 26
� band

No noise 0.029* 61 �14 5 — — — — — — — —
0.019 �61 �16 3

5 dB 0.041* 61 �12 5 0.013* 61 �11 7 0.037* 61 �12 5
0.030 �61 �19 7 0.011 �49 �19 4 0.028 �61 �19 7

0 dB 0.032* 61 �12 6 0.011* 60 �14 5 0.027* 61 �12 6
0.025 �61 �18 6 0.011 �61 �21 4 0.021 �60 �17 8

�5 dB 0.019* 61 �12 7 0.012* 59 �12 9 0.016* 61 �10 6
0.016 �60 �20 6 0.011 �60 �17 0 0.012 �61 �22 2

�10 dB 0.012* 61 �14 10 0.011* 61 �14 1 0.012* 61 �14 2
0.010 �59 �16 6 0.011 �61 �21 5 0.012 �62 �20 2

Maximum corticovocal coherence values and the corresponding group-level source location expressed in MNI coordinates (x, y, z) for audio signal at various signal-to-noise ratios within � (�0.5 Hz) and � (4 – 8 Hz) bands. *p � 0.05.
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(Bishop and Miller, 2009). In addition, this left hemisphere dom-
inance of � band coupling in noisy conditions could also be at-
tributed to the correct identification of the attended reader’s voice.
Alain et al. (2005) indeed demonstrated the existence of a left hemi-
sphere thalamocortical network, including STG, associated with the
correct identification of two concurrent auditory streams.

Further studies in which the level of attention would be ma-
nipulated are required to clarify the functional relevance of the
observed change in the � band coupling hemispheric dominance
in noisy conditions.

Corticovocal coherence is sensitive to a Multitalker
background noise
The last finding of the present study is that the coupling be-
tween bilateral STG and right AC activity and the slow (�0.5

Hz and 4 – 8 Hz) modulations of the Attended stream signifi-
cantly decreased as the level of the Multitalker background
progressively increased. This noise sensitivity was observed
even for low Multitalker background level (5 dB; i.e., when the
Attended stream was still easily intelligible). In our most ad-
verse condition (�10 dB), significant coherence was only ob-
served in the � band.

These results partially challenge previous findings that sug-
gested a relative noise insensitivity of neural synchronization
with slow (�4 Hz) speech TE modulations even when intelligi-
bility decreased, whereas the neural entrainment in the 4 – 8 Hz
range appeared to be more sensitive to increasing noise levels
(Ding and Simon, 2013). The present study therefore suggests
that the neural coupling with speech TE modulations occurring
at frequencies �1 Hz is also noise-sensitive.
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Figure 5. Top, Cortical areas sensitive to the Attended stream in speech-in-noise conditions in the � band (�0.5 Hz). The p valued maps represent the contrast Cohatt-Cohglobal with a threshold
at statistical significance level ( p � 0.05). Specific coupling between the Attended stream and MEG signals occurs at superior temporal gyri, with a left hemisphere dominance. Middle, Same
illustration but for the � band (4 – 8 Hz). Specific coupling between the Attended stream and MEG signals was observed at the right supratemporal auditory cortex, but also at the left superior
temporal gyrus in the 0 and �5 dB condition. (The coherence at left auditory cortices was not significant in Cohatt and Cohglobal both at sensor and source levels.) Bottom, Comparison between sound
time courses and left temporal-lobe MEG signals in a typical subject. Top, Left, Time course of the Attended stream. Top, Right, The same sample of voice signal but merged with the Multitalker
background at an SNR of 0 dB (Global scene). Middle, Same audio signals as above but bandpass filtered through 0.1–1 Hz. Bottom, Time course of a left temporal MEG sensor showing that the
coupling with the slow temporal fluctuations was stronger with the Attended stream than with the Global scene (same MEG sensor signal displayed on the left and the right).
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In the � band, the phase coupling between audio and MEG
signals decreases when the intelligibility of the voice stimulus
decreases (Peelle et al., 2013). What happens for frequencies �1
Hz might, however, be somewhat different. Indeed, we previ-
ously observed similar � band coupling and similar cortical
sources when native French-speaking subjects listened to com-
prehensible (French) versus incomprehensible (Finnish) speech
(Bourguignon et al., 2013). The finding was interpreted to reflect
neural coupling to prelinguistic, acoustic features of the speech
sounds (Bourguignon et al., 2013), thereby questioning the func-
tional relevance of the coupling for speech recognition (as de-
fined by Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). We therefore decided not to
thoroughly investigate the level of speech understanding in
speech-in-noise conditions, but we rather used a subjective (i.e.,
VAS) speech-intelligibility score. Indeed, as speech intelligibility
inevitably declines with decreasing SNR in speech-in-noise con-
ditions, the observed correlations between the SNR, coherence
levels, and speech intelligibility are trivial and do not allow to
draw any conclusions about the functional relevance (i.e., role for
speech recognition) of the observed couplings. Further studies
are needed to clarify this major issue.
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